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Abstract
The Pingyao ancient town is one of the four largest ancient cities in China. This
study analyzes street spaces characteristic and view spots reachability of the Pingyao
ancient town using space syntax. Then, it is concluded that the integration and reachability of street spaces are relatively higher in the northern ancient town; the accessibility among street spaces is relatively higher in the northeastern ancient town;
and most of the ancient town street spaces are very open. Furthermore, the reachability of 14 view spots and their 4 corresponding street spaces is relatively higher in
the 20 view spots and their 9 corresponding street spaces. Finally, some suggestions
are presented to the tourism development of Pingyao ancient town based on the
above conclusions.
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1. Introduction
The Pingyao ancient town is located in the Pingyao county of Shanxi province in China, and it was built in the Zhou Dynasty (827BC-782BC). It has a long history, and it is
preserved perfectly, and it is one of the four largest ancient cities in China. In addition,
it is also one of the two ancient towns declaring the cultural heritage of world with the
whole ancient town successfully in China. To date, the studies on Pingyao ancient town
are mainly focused on cultural protection and tourism development [1] [2] [3] [4]. So
the study on its street spaces is scarce [5].
Space syntax was invented by Bill Hillier and Julienne Hanson in the late 1970s [6].
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Afterwards, studies on space syntax are increasing, and space syntax is generally used in
the fields of architecture and urban space [7] [8] [9] [10]. However, the studies on ancient town by space syntax are relatively less so far [11] [12] [13]. Therefore, this paper
analyzes the characteristic of street spaces and the reachability of view spots for Pingyao
ancient town using the special method: space syntax, and it is aimed at enriching the
research contents of Pingyao ancient town, and it could provide academic basis and directive function for the development of tourism activity in Pingyao ancient town.

2. Materials and Methods
Space syntax is a method of studying space structure by quantified descriptions of residential space structure of buildings, settlements, cities and landscape [14]. The basic
principle of space syntax is space division. According to the space situations of geographic objects, there are 3 basic approaches: the axial method, the convex polygon
method and the dividing view area method. Generally, the axial method is applied to
the serried buildings in the urban system, while the convex polygon method or the dividing view area method is applied to the nonlinear spaces [15].
In the study of Pingyao ancient town street spaces, considering the layout of them,
the axial method is used to divide street spaces. Meanwhile, the syntax analysis software
of Axwoman 3.0-system extension module of Arcview 3.3 is used to acquire axial map
of street spaces. The axial map shows the expression and description of space structure
of intersecting axial lines over whole spaces [14]. In addition, the variables of space
syntax are as follows: connectivity value, control value, depth value and integration
value, and their formulas are all showed in the Table 1 [16].
We acquire the plan of Pingyao ancient town street spaces and view spots (Figure 1)
by electronic traffic map of China (http://www.521yy.com/tools/map/), and analyze the
connectivity degree, the control degree, the total depth degree and the integration degree of street spaces by syntax analysis software.
Table 1. The variables of space syntax.
Variable Name
Connectivity Value (Ci)

Formula
Ci = k; Ci denotes the connectivity value of the i space, k is the space
number of directly connected spaces with the i space.
k

Control Value (Ctrli)

Ctrli = ∑
j =1

1
; k is the space number of directly connected spaces with the
Cj

i space, Cj denotes the connectivity value of the j space.
=
MDi

n

∑ d ( n − 1)
ij

j =1

Depth Value (MDi)

points: i and j,

Integration Value (RAi)

RAi =

n

∑d
j =1

ij

(j ≠ i); dij denotes the shortest distance of any two
is the total depth value, n is the sum of points.

2 ( MDi − 1)
; MDi is the mean depth value, dij denotes the shortest
( n − 2)

distance of any two points: i and j, n is the sum of points.
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Figure 1. The plan of Pingyao ancient town street spaces and view spots.

3. Results and Analysis
3.1. Analysis of Street Space Characteristic
1) The connectivity degree reflects the permeability of street spaces. As shown in
Figure 2, the higher the value of line, the better the permeability of street space. The
street spaces have higher connectivity degree, and also have stronger vision reachability, and they have more relevance with surrounding spaces. The Figure 2 also shows
that the connectivity degree of northern street spaces is relatively higher, but the connectivity degree of southern street spaces is universally lower. Only 3 street spaces have
relatively higher connectivity degree in the south of ancient town.
2) The control degree reflects one space controls adjacent spaces. As shown in Figure
3, the higher the value of line, the stronger the control of street spaces. The street spaces
have higher control degree, and also have higher reachability. The Figure 3 also shows
that the control degree of northern street spaces is relatively higher, but the control degree of southern street spaces is universally lower. Only 4 street spaces have relatively
higher control degree in the southern ancient town.
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Figure 2. The space syntax graph of connectivity degree.

Figure 3. The space syntax graph of control degree.
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3) The total depth degree reflects the openness of street spaces. As shown in Figure
4, the value of line is lower, then its reachable steps are less, and the street space is more
open. Furthermore, the Figure 4 shows the total depth degree is universally low in
whole ancient town, therefore it is proved that the openness of most of street spaces is
high in the ancient town.
4) The integration degree reflects the congregate degree or discrete degree of one
space with other spaces, and it also reflects the reachability and accessibility of street
spaces. Integration degree consists of the local integration degree and the total integration degree. The local integration degree exposes the relationship between one space
and its adjacent spaces. As shown in Figure 5, the higher the value of line, the higher
the local integration degree. The street space has higher value, so it also has higher accessibility degree with adjacent spaces, and it could attract a large number of people.
The Figure 5 also shows that the local integration degree of street spaces is relatively
higher in the central area of ancient town, and it exposes that the accessibility degree of
street spaces is higher in the central area. Total Integration degree exposes the relationship between one space and all other spaces in the ancient town. As shown in Figure 6, the higher the value of line, the higher the total integration degree. The street

Figure 4. The space syntax graph of total depth degree.
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Figure 5. The space syntax graph of local integration degree.

Figure 6. The space syntax graph of total integration degree.
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space has higher total integration degree, then the accessibility degree and congregate
degree of it are also higher in the whole ancient town. The Figure 6 also shows that the
total integration degree of street spaces is relatively higher in the northern ancient
town, especially in the northeastern area of ancient town, and they also have higher
congregate degree in the whole ancient town.

3.2. Analysis of Quantized Data of View Spots Reachability
After analyzing the quantized data of axial map by software of Axwoman 3.0, we acquire Figure 7 and Figure 8 (Figure 7 shows the connectivity value, the control value,
the local integration value and the total integration value of 9 street spaces, Figure 8
shows the total depth value of 9 street spaces). Actually, there are 591 axial lines replace
the whole street spaces, but we only list 20 view spots and 9 corresponding street spaces
(Table 2), and analyze their data contrastively. Initially, as shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8, the connectivity value, the control value and the integration value of eastern Xida
street and western Dongda street are the highest in all listed street spaces, and its total
depth value is relatively higher. Therefore, it means that the 5 corresponding view spots
of Xida street and western Dongda street have relatively higher reachability, then it is

Figure 7. The value of street.

Figure 8. The value of street.
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Table 2. The view spots and corresponding streets.
Street Number

Street Name

View Spots Name

1

Eastern Xida Street and
Western Dongda Street

Huiwulin Museum, Guild Hull of Chinese
Commerce, Rishengchang Exchange Shop,
Weitaihou Exchange Shop,
Guminju expo garden

2

Eastern Dongda Street

Qingxuguan

3

Zhengfu Street

Xianya Museum

4

Mingqing Street

Tianjixiang Museum, Weishengchang
Exchange Shop, Mingqing Ancient Street,
Xietongqing Exchange Shop,
Escort Agency of China, Escort Agency of
Tongxinggong, Baichuantong Exchange Shop

5

Western Chenghuang Temple
Street

Temple of Chenghuang, Temple of Caishen

6

Shangximen Street

Leilvtai’s Former Residence

7

Nanda Street

Miaoshimincangbao Museum

8

Southern Road of Dongda Street

First Escort Agency of North China

9

Eastern Chenghuang Temple
Street

Wen Miao

easy for tourists to discover these view spots, but the reachable steps are too many.
Moreover, the integration, the control and the accessibility of Mingqing street are relatively lower, and its total depth value is the lowest, so it means that the reachability of 7
corresponding view spots is also relatively lower, but the reachable steps are the least.
Finally, the connectivity value, the control value and the integration value of Eastern
Dongda Street are relatively higher, but its depth value is relatively lower. Therefore,
after comprehensive consideration of all value, the corresponding view spot of eastern
Dongda street has relatively higher reachability, then the integration, the control, the
accessibility and the openness of it are also relatively higher.

4. Conclusions and Discussions
The space structure is something that is difficult to be described, and its function is also
difficult to be perceived, so it is usually ignored or forgotten. However, the merit of
space syntax is the fact that it could show space structure explicitly on the graph by
computational analysis. Through analysis of the street spaces characteristic and view
spots reachability of Pingyao ancient town by space syntax, we come to conclusions as
follows: most of the Pingyao ancient town street spaces are very open; the integration
and the control of northern street spaces are relatively higher; and the accessibility of
northeastern street spaces is relatively higher in the ancient town. Additionally, through
contrastive analysis of quantized data of 20 view spots and 9 corresponding street spaces, we come to the conclusion that the reachability of 14 corresponding view spots of
eastern Xida street and western Dongda street, eastern Dongda street, Zhengfu street
and Mingqing street is relatively higher. On the contrary, the reachability of the other 6
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view spots and 5 corresponding street spaces is relatively lower. Finally, we offer some
suggestions for the tourism development of Pingyao ancient town based on the above
conclusions, and the details are as follows:
1) In the future planning and development of ancient town, the connectivity of
southwestern street spaces should be increased to improve the reachability of them. For
example, it could increase the connectivity degree of street spaces by increasing the
connection between one street and its neighboring streets or establishing passageways
across the dumped buildings to connect with the surrounding streets. Thus, the permeability and reachability of southwestern street spaces would be better.
2) Some streets have relatively higher integration degree, such as Xida street, Dongda
street and Mingqing street, and they connect with various view spots. These streets
should be broadened to accommodate more tourists, because the traffic would be terrible during the peak tourist time. With the continuous development of tourism, broadening streets are also beneficial for the sustainable development of ancient town.
3) Many of northwestern street spaces have relatively higher connectivity degree and
integration degree, and they would gather a large number of people. Therefore, it is
suitable for developing commercial and tourist activities in those streets to exert the integrated function of them, and it would promote the development of economy.
It should be noted that this study has been analyzed only by space syntax, and we
have to point out that we do not visit in the Pingyao ancient town street spaces. Therefore, the analysis of street spaces is about the planar spaces rather than the three-dimensional spaces data. So the study on Pingyao ancient town needs to be more profound and more abundant in future.
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